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Cowley Theory of Long-Range Oader in P-CuZn

C. B. Walker and D. R. Chipman
Armn .faterials and Mecnrmics Rescarch Center. Watertown. .Mlassachusctts 02172

(Received 6 July 1971)

The Cowley theory Is used to estimite the effect of nonstoichlornetry on long-rang2' order
in P-CuZn alloys.

Accurate IsLig-model calculations of the tern- composition in the limit of low temperatures, so
perature dependence of locg-twnge order in i3-Ct.Zn we suggest that it should give a reasonable esti-
are available at the present only for the stolchio- mate of the ,ffect of nonstoichiomeiry over much
metric alloy.1 4 To estimate the change in the long- of the range of ternperatt ae below T,.
range-order curve due to a departure from the Cowley did not give an expression for long-,ange
stoichiometric cempositlon, we have inve~tigated order in noustoichiometric alloys in his papers.
the approximate theory of order developed2 and re- Our equations for the 4-CuZn alloys are derived
vist'C4 by Cowley. Although its thermodynamic from his initial paper' after changing one approxi-
formHation Is not rigorows, we shall sh., that mation, which appears equivalent to using a simple
this theory does .ive a tong-range-order curve for form of the revised appr, q:h of his later papers.'
equiatomic ,-CuZn i, good ag.-eement w9th Ising- Cowley developed an expressih for the free en-
model calculations except at the higher temperatures ergy in terms of the Warren short-range-order
near T,. and '.t can give 'he proper dependence on pirameters •, which had been shown to have
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the limiting values TABLE 1. Comparison of the long- range-order pa-
rameters S(0) for equiatomic 1l-CuZn (c 0.00) and for

a[,(l - t)S 2 , (1) the alloy with 52 at.; Cu (E 0. 4).

where S is the long-range-order parameter as de- TIT S(O.001 u. 2)1 5(0. 04)/S(0. 00

lined by Cowley, the atomic fraction of Cu atoms

in the alloy has been written as !,(I + c), and the 0.4 0.9928 0.9615 0. 9685
+ sip is used for sites on the same sublattice as 0.5 0.9785 0.9589 0.9800s~n0. L 0. 9525 0. 9425 0• 9891t

the origin tnd tV! - sign for sites on the other 07 0.9523 0.942 0.993
0. 7 0.9103 0. 9046 0. 9937

sublattice, Now, -n minimizing the free energy 0. 0 o.8429 0. 893 0.9u5s
for So.0, we chang his approximation that all the o.9 0.7249 0. 7226 0.9969
a, are indep Ydrnat variables, assuming, instead, 1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0. 9976
that S2 is the independent variable and, ignoring
local correlations, that a, - a, for all sites. The
resulting equation, which combines terms from
both sublattices, is easily manipulated to give calculations of Essam and Fisher1 and of Baker

and Essam.2 There clearly will be significant dif-
M 1+t. 1-0) 2 S [l+(1 -CE) 1 1, (I + ES 2 ! fercnces for temperatures near T•, sine,' the Cow -

kT ( I -(-)ZS L i - (I-'x)S& J (I -+ ( sI ley theory shows S varying as the reduced tcnip.ra-
ture raised to the power 0. 25, white the two Ising

=4(1 - 2 )S2[8V1 -6V 2 + 12 V... 1, (2) calculations give exponents of 0. 30 zr d 0. 31. !low-
ever, at lower temperatures the agree ment is stir-

where V1 is the usual ith-neighbor interaction en- prisingly good; the value of S from Eq. (5) agrees

ergy. Letting S- 0 as T- T•, one finds with that from the [10, 101 Pad6 approximat of
Essam and Fisher to better than I.x for T/T, 0.84,

kTj= =(I - e) [8V -6$V- 12V'... , (3) and it agrees with the "compressible" model cal-

and Eq. (2) can be written culation of Baker and Essam to within 2. 3% for all
T/T,.0. 95.

I1+(1-WE)=S [rI+(1 -CS)s1 -1+ (1+ I$EP2 Now let us compare the long-range-order curve
lf!( I-(1-)'S' Ll-(l -(T_ (I$+ i -EfSrT forean alloy contai•ning 52 at.% Cu (,z0.0,() with

that for the equiaiomic alloy to illustrate the pre-

8Sz (4) dictions of Eq. (4). The values of the loug-range-
T order parameter S(e) for these alloys and their

ratio are given in Table I as a function of TIT,.
Equation (4) is the basic equation for long-range At low temperatures the long-rpnge-order param-

order in nonstoichio,, .-tric 4-CuZn. It reduces eter for the nonstoichiometric alloy is appreciably
properly to Cowley's e.-uation for the equiatomic smaller, but it is here also much less tempcrature
alloy, dependent, so the effect of the nonstoich-ometry

decreases rapidly with increasing tempi rature and
Idl+S _ 2S2 (5) is -in order of magnitude less near T,. The effect

1 _3 = T of nonstoichiometry on the usual normal zed order
parameter S/SO is then of the opposite st nse; non -

when c = 0. It is symmetric in c, and as T- 0 it stuichiometry increases this parameter i1y an
predicts the limiting value amount varying from zero at T= 0 K to a inaximnum

so = I1/(I + I C 1 ) (6%, at T,.
Finally, it is interesting !o compare these pre-

which is the maximum value that the paraineter S dicted effects with the discrepancies observed be-
can have !n an alloy of that composition. As T- 7, tweea our recent experimental measureiaents*'6

it gives the asymptotic relation (on an alloy with 51. 9 at.% Cu) and the Ising-model

3114 T( . / calculations. The effect is of the appropriate sign
= (1-• ,• -1) , (7) to bring tzh" theory and experiment closer together,but, as DomWb has suggested, it is too small to

which is only weakly dependent on . account for the observed differences, which are
Let us first compare the long-range-order curve approximately three times the predicted effects on

for the equi-tomic alloy with the recent Ising-model S/S, near T,.
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